
Bay Hill Club 
Orlando, Florida 

 
Architect: Dick Wilson (1963)  Arnold Palmer/Ed Seay (since 1970) 
 
 
  Par Rating Slope Yardage 
Green  72 72 137 7381 
Blue  72 73.6 133 6895 
Yellow  72 71.3 129 6437 
 
 
Overview: 
 

Bay Hill is synonymous with Arnold Palmer as his winter retreat and the host venue for the golf 
tournament that bears his name.  The facility was built in the early 1960's by a group of Nashville 
businessmen who hired Dick Wilson-one of the prominent architects of the day-to build a championship 
course in the middle of nowhere. Arnold came to the recently opened course in the mid-sixties to play an 
exhibition match with Jack Nicklaus and fell in love with the quality of the course as well as the 
reclusiveness of Orlando.  In the early 1970's through the connections of Mike McCormick and IMG, 
Arnold put together a group of investors to buy Bay Hill from the original Nashville businessmen who 
put it together.  The rest was history as Arnold began to spend more and more time at Bay Hill with 
Winnie his wife and her Golden Retriever Riley and they put their personal stamp on every aspect of the 
operation.  The casual character of this first class destination facility is clearly a reflection of their 
personalities and values.  Arnold and Ed Seay have continually tweaked the course itself to keep it up to 
standards to challenge the PGA touring pros that play there every spring.  Yet it remains totally playable 
to the large contingent of members and guests who play it every day. 
 
The first impression of the course is that it is not as macho as you would expect after seeing it year after 
year on TV.  The who's who of winners over the last 30 years shows an amazing diversity of players win 
here-from Andy Bean, Gary Koch, and Tom Kite to Freddie Couples, Phil Mickelson, and Tiger Woods 
(6 times).  The course itself is not particularly brutish in length but it is technical enough to require 
really good management of ball flight and distance.  The greens are quick and undulating so it takes 
tactical planning with approach shots and apptitude with the flat stick to score well. 
 
The topography is actually un-Florida-like so you have your share of up and down holes to deal with.  
The par fives are not particularly long-at least two are reachable if you crank your driver-and there are 
not really many stout par fours of 425 or longer.  The shorter par fours are the most difficult to me-they 
all have a good measure of Arnold's favorite risk-reward thinking to them.  The overall variety of holes 
is it's strongest suit-no two holes feel remotely alike.  Fairway bunkers are sprawling but tactically 
placed.  You cannot help but noticed the artistry of the shaping and vistas of the bunkers-they are in the 
right places to make you think hard before taking the aggressive line on most holes.  Greenside 
bunkering is not overdone but they are very steep sloped so you can get some very challenging exit 
paths, especially if you short side yourself on an approach miss.  
 



This is clearly a course where knowing when to attack and when to back off make a real difference in 
your final score.  Thoughtful aggressiveness is the mantra here.  You have to go for it when the odds are 
in your favor because you need some low scores to balance the few paybacks you are likely to render 
through the day. 
 
Do not miss the men's locker room-it is a throwback to the days before political correctness dominated 
our lives.  It is a place for men to unwind after a round-have a drink, play some cards, and settle all the 
bets of the day.  The memorabilia on the walls is enough to fill a museum. 

 
 
Hole-by-hole: (Blue/Yellow) 
 
#1 Par 4  438/416 Yards 
 

This is the longest four par you will play on the front side but it is by no means a brute.  Simple dogear 
left you want to drive it to right center at the second bunker on the right.  From there you probably have 
around 200 yards to a well protected green that is raised from the fairway so it will take force to carry it 
on or run in up the right front ramp.  Green is awfully shallow for a longer hole-only 22 deep-and it falls 
toward you as well as off to the right-so a shot landing front right and working it's way up the slopes 
seems like the ticket.  Front bunker is a bear so don't be firing at flags front left. 

 
#2 Par 3  220/200 
 

This is one of the two picture par threes you will play today.  Just an elegant and tranquil view from tee 
to the unassuming green draped across a small hill below.  At 200 yards you are hitting a long club at a 
long green set diagonal to you a half a club increment below.  One solitary but mean bunker protects the 
center face but there is passing room on either side.  Green slopes right to left and toward the back so the 
best shape is a draw hitting right center and working toward the back.  The front right pin is tough to get 
at on a fly but you can use the side hill just short right of the green and bounce an approach there to feed 
to a front pin position.   

 
#3 Par  4  406/371 
 

This is the first of three distinctive right to left dog legs that wrap tightly around the water from tee to 
green.  These three holes need your full focus and attention to avoid the high number.  In all three cases 
the water encroaches the hitting area more on each shot as you work from tee to green.   The greens 
themselves seem to be connected at the hip to the hazards.  Drive here is right center at the left edge of 
the fairway bunker on the right corner.  If you are on short grass you are around 150-170 out from a long 
and narrow green with intoxicating Sirens calling from the left.  There is an open access at the front but 
bunkers frame this opening.  The back bunker is a welcome collection area for overly aggressive 
approaches.  The best shot here is front right and feeding to the middle no matter the pin postion. Bogey 
or better is a scorecard gift. 

 
#4 Par 5  491/461 
 



The five pars are by far the least interesting holes on the course but that is not to say they are without 
interest.  This is a shortish hole but the uphill ramp from tee to green adds a little mitigating length to the 
hole.  Drive to right center off the second fairway bunker. If  you hit it to the 200 yard mark than give 
the green a go otherwise you want to layup to about 75 yards off the fairway bunker on the left.  Dry 
creek frames the right of the hole most of the way up but really is not a factor.  The green setting is a 
jewel here-set on an angle to the hitting area-raised from the fairway, and guarded by a bunker well 
short right and one pot in the center faee of the green side hill.   The left front pin behind the bunker is a 
phone booth-not worth firing at that-better played to center and putt across.   

 
#5 Par  4  366/350 
 

The first of a number of really cool short holes you will encounter today.  This is a sweeping downhill 
dogleg left between two long and nasty fairway bunkers on either side of the landing area.  A right to 
left curve off the tee working down the slope can leave you a short iron into a perched green setting 
below you.  Green is very shallow and set on a 8 to 2 diagonal against the shape of the dogleg.  
Greenside bunkers on either side are very punative.  This hole is a great scoring opportunity if you hit 
your drive in the slot between the bunkers.   
 

#6 Par  5  528/493 
 

Probably the signature hole from the TV broadcast, this is a circular dogleg left par five around a huge 
water hazard.  You need a protractor to play this hole effectively.  Don't take on the water off the tee-aim 
over land to the right edge of the right fairway bunker.  Now the longest club you can safely hit is the 
ticket here to try to get inside the 150 marker.  Right to left curve is the best way to get there.  This green 
feels like a peninsula-flanked on the right by deep sand and the left by the encroaching beach front.   
50 yard deep green gives you lots to work with, so use it.  Front right pin is inaccessible so play center.  
Back pin is in a very tight area so you have to work it up the right side of the green and feed it back.  If 
you make a 5 here you can put it in the annals of the very difficult holes  you have played well. 

 
#7 Par  3  184/159 
 

Not very visual but a technically demanding middle size par three.  Plays uphill so add a club and it is all 
carry across the low area to the green set above.  The green banks hard back to front and left to right so 
another draw will work to counter the ground tendency on your approach.  Green is open in front but 
missing in either front bunker leaves a ten story pitch up on to the table.  

 
#8 Par 4  408/371 
 

This is one of my favorite holes out here-short-technical-very demanding.  Sharp dogear right around a 
grove of trees.  Drive to left center from the elevated tee box just inside the fairway bunker on the left.  
A fade works down the hole and should leave you inside of 150 yards.  The green is on a harrowing 
perch above a pond and is set on the diagonal from 4 to 10.  A draw is the best approach to get at any 
flag.  Do not be long since there are bunkers that frame the back of the green where you will be pitching 
off a downhill lie to a downhill landing area that feeds to the water. 

 
 



 
 
 
#9 Par 4  446/410 
 

Longish flat dogleg left around the driving range to head for the house.  Drive to right center off the 
fairway bunker on the left and you are left with around 200+ to a green set diagonally between fortifying 
bunkers counter to your angle.  A hard fade up the opening on the left to a very deep green is the way to 
play this approach.  Par here is a good finish before a fluid replenishment and some fiber. 
 

#10 Par 4  383/360 
 

This is the relatively tame sister to number one-shorter than it's sister and bends the other way.  Driving 
area is confined on both sides by bunkering-best line is at the  yellow house just past the last bunker on 
the left.  The second shot is to a table top rectangular green with bunkers flanking both sides.  The green 
leans back and left so don't be charging after back pins. 

 
#11 Par  4  409/396 
 

Remember #3-this is an equally difficult first cousin.  The driving area is more liberal than #3 but you 
really have to hit this drive deep to give yourself a workable second shot. Right center off the first 
bunker is the place to be.  Now you pretty much have to take on the edge of the hazard if you are going 
toward the raised slender green cuffed by bunkers on the right and the water on the left.  The front right 
is probably the place to aim but the bunker in front on that side is very fierce.  A layup and a pitch may 
not be a bad idea if you are out of your comfort zone.  Any ball coming in to the green with right to left 
spin will be courting the hazard on the ground. 

 
#12 Par 5  562/536 
 

This one is a three-shooter for most mortals.  Drive to left center at the left bunker to get a look up the 
hole that turns slightly to the right.  From there it is a straight lay-up shot with a long club to just inside 
100 yards on the left side short of the bunker that starts at 89.  The green is narrow and deep with lots of 
slopes in it.  Ridge across the back third leans to the front and then leans to the back left corrner as well.   

 
#13 Par 4  356/335 
 

This is another great short par four-pay close attention or you can easily walk off this green with a 
double.  Drive to center between the bunkers should put you around 100 yards from the green that is set 
on a 7 to 1 diagonal across a gaping water hazard and collared by rocks.  A couple of bunkers across the 
back of the green to contain shots with too much fiest. The middle and front pins are accessible-the back 
half of the green slopes away so you have to manage an approach to these pins with the ground.   
 

#14 Par 3  179/161 
 



Middle range par three that is slightly uphill and tucked to the left.  Green has a heel print low area in 
the front left behind the bunker the rest of the green is fairly accessible. Turn it right to left to work up 
the green and avoid a carry over the left bunkers. 
 

 
#15 Par 4  415/392 
 

From here in the holes are very technical and you have to control your line and distance to have scoring 
chances.  This is a very tight dogear right around a bunker on the right corner and sewn through a series 
of big leaved trees Arnie planted on both sides.  You drive to left center to get a look up the hallway at 
the green-anything wayward off the tee means a defensive pitch back and a likely bogey.  Green is small 
and has a sharp fall off to the left so don't be surprised if your ball feeds that way once it is on the green.  
Both front bunkers are deep so you have to negotiate the opening in front on your approach very 
carefully. 
 

#16 Par 5  490/457 
 

This is risk and reward as defined in Websters.  Reachable five par doglegs right around a yawning 
bunker and trees.  If you drive it strong to center and are in the 200 range you can hitch up your pants 
and go for it.  The green sits perched on top of a steep bank across a brook so any approach must carry 
to the green's edge in the air.  A very long green is receptive to a long club but it is narrow and you need 
to find a line of approach and hold it tightly.  Distinct ridge in this green around the center-green leans 
toward you in front and away from you across that ridge.  This is a definite scoring opportunity. 
 

 
#17 Par 3  177/166 
 

Most difficult par three of the day for sure.  Not particularly long to the front and middle pin but the 
green is 35 yards deep so the back pin will require a long club.  The bunker on the right is the size of the 
green and it runs from the green's right edge to die into the water.  Very intimidating look.  Because the 
green is diagonal to the bunker the further back the pin the more you have to carry and the tighter the 
landing area.  The back center of the green is raised and leans right so the shot to the back pin is off that 
middle bank turning right once it is on the ground.  Par here is a real feather in your tam. 
 

#18 Par 4  437/403 
 

Other than number six this is the signature hole of Robert Gamez's eagle from 172 to beat Norman or 
Tiger's yearly fist pump to beat someone.  The hole is not that difficult if you play within yourself.  A 
solid drive to center puts you inside of 200 looking a a very long slender green that wraps behind the 
water hazard and rocks.  If you are in range you want to play all shots up the left side and let the green 
feed your ball around to the right to the pin location of the day.  The front half of the green is very 
generous, the back half is a small alcove.  If you are forced to lay up hit it at the left bunker as close to 
the green as you can-this leaves an angled pitch where you can use the raised back collar of the green to 
feed  an approach and avoid having to pitch over the rocks.  Make sure to take a look at the Robert 
Gamez plaque at 170 in the right center of the fairway-this commemorates one of the many nightmare 
memories Greg Norman relives regularly. 
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